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     Process Description 

• Creation of Planning Committee 
• Vision and mission statements 
• Current status and needs assessment data collection 
• Data analysis - strengths and weaknesses 
• Goals and objectives 
• Implementation /Action plans 
• Budget  
• Evaluation Plan 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When developing a technology plan it is important to have a planning team made up from different areas. These areas should include technology staff, administrators, business administrator, parents, students, community members, teachers, librarians, and board members.  This will ensure key support throughout the process, and enable shifts in ideas based on feedback. The planning committee will develop the vision or mission statement to describe the technology plans purpose, which will ultimately be the driving force. As a group, the committee will look at ways to best collect data that will help them discover what types of hardware, software, network capacity, electrical capacity, and policies the district currently has in place. As well as how the technology is being used, staff proficiency levels, and any state standards for education. This information could come from teacher and student surveys, as well as assessment results. The data collection will result in quite a bit of data. It is important to have a review procedure in place to ensure that the process goes smoothly. Using the vision statement and collected data, the committee will begin to create goals and objectives. These goals and objectives will begin to pave the way to understanding what additional technologies or upgrades the district will need. The action plan is the part that the committee will use to bring it altogether. The action plan takes everything that a district is looking to do, and makes it happen. The action plan lays out the hardware, software, professional development, and any other upgrades or training necessary to make the plan a success. The action plan lays out the timeline for implementation, and who is responsible for ensuring its success.  Creating an inventory, needs assessment, goals, objectives, and an action plan helps create a clearer budgetary picture. For example, knowing that there are 100 copies of MS office already in the district, more money can be allocated to staff training on MS Office since the software does not have to be purchased. Developing a budget will also enable a technology plan to avoid failure because it allows you to see beforehand what projects should be pushed to another year when more funding may be available. The first year of the plan the budget will be firm because of timing, each year thereafter, the budget will be a rough estimate. Develop your budget correctly; lack of funds could cause the plan to fail.Finally, the plan evaluation process will allow everyone involved to see how the plan is progressing.  This stage of the process looks at developing and implementing measures into the plan that will be used to monitor progress.  Develop a timeline for evaluation that determines whether the evaluation will happen in 2, 6, or 12 months and where the district should be improvement wise at that time.  Ensure you have in the plan who will handle which parts of the evaluation process. What types of collection systems will be used to gather data, how will the  gathered data show that the plan is working or not working, and how will implementation issues be rectified?



Rationale 

 
• Electronic Communication 

 
• Networking 

  
• Interaction 

 
 

Then 
Now 

• Software 
  
•  Integration 

  
•  Connectivity 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Technology is evolving every day. It has become central to students' lives and education. Districts must have technology plans to keep current with standards and trends. Students and staff are using technology in the classroom for research, curriculum, communication, and interaction. Technology is everywhere and is becoming integrated into all  aspects of education. It is also necessary that schools include a detailed plan for budgeting, planning, goals, and needs; as well as frequent updates.Photos taken from Flickr creative commons. Old computer image by Julio Martinez. New computer by geehall2. 



Planning Team 

The planning team is essential to the integration and continued 
development and the core of a unified effort. 
  
  
 

Who? 
 

• Superintendent 
• Business manager 
• Technology coordinator 
• Network administrator 
• Principal 
• Community representative 
• School Board member 

Why? 
 

• Leadership, budgets 
• Budgets, accountability 
• Training, installation 
• Trouble shooting, networking  
•  Support, training 
•  Accountability 
• Authorization  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The planning team must consist of a solid team to continuously meet and review the goals of the technology plan.  The team should consist of at least the superintendent, network administrator/technology coordinator, media specialist, principal, and teacher. It would also be best if a community representative, a student, and school board member could be present for input.Clear roles and guidelines should be a part of the planning team's plan. This team should also meet on a regular basis to forecast, troubleshoot, inform, and communicate regarding technology. The team also needs to treat technology as an entity that is required and necessary. Often, technology gets cut from budgets when the economy is depressed. However, for schools to run efficiently the team needs to continue to keep technology at the forefront and visit needs often.  Photos taken from Flickr creative commons by The River Club. 



Vision Statement 

Our vision is to utilize technology to help all students and staff 
members achieve their fullest potential.  
  
• This will be accomplished by:   

o incorporating technology to prepare students for a 
technologically literate society.  

o providing global access so students and teachers can 
access the educational world around them. 

o training and supporting staff to integrate technology in 
their classrooms.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The vision statement is �ever growing as our district meets our goals and technology evolves. As a starting point we feel all members of education should know how to utilize technology.  To effectively use technology in an educational setting, teachers and students must incorporate it into their learning. They must also have access to networks, internet, and communication systems in order for technology to function efficiently and be user-friendly so that member use it. Initial training and follow up support must continue on a needed basis so that technology can be accessed as it is intended.  photo taken from Flickr creative commons by Michael B. 



Needs Assessment 

  
• Where do we start? 
• Inventory current technology such as 

hardware,     software, and networking 
• What technologies do we need?  
• Why do we need them? 
• What is the technology level of the staff?  
• What types of professional development may be 

needed? 

Photo found at Wikimedia Commons 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The needs assessment is a key component of the technology plan. Without knowing what is needed to make the plan work and why, the technology plan will ultimately fail. Where do we start?  Start with looking at how technology will improve academics. Do not look at it as just needing to bring in technology, look at how that technology will benefit and enhance learning. A new Smartboard for example, could help improve students understanding of material by making lessons more interactive.  The second important part of the needs assessment are the tools that will be used to find out what  the district already has in place. Take an inventory of hardware, software, network capacity, network setup, network bandwidth, and policies as an example. Knowing what you have in place will ensure duplicate items are not purchased by the district. It also develops a running list of items that may need to be purchased or upgraded during the budget development process. During the needs assessment phase, meeting with various groups within the district such as teachers, technology staff, curriculum staff, and administration will allow needs to be defined. For example, a school district may decide they need to have teachers communicate with parents more. It is decided some type of parent portal should be created. In order to do this, the question must be asked, what would be needed, and is the capability already available? Sitting down and defining the district needs ensures that the most efficient solutions will be purchased. As we move through the steps of the needs assessment, the final part is finding out what the proficiency level is of the staff. Without a solid foundation in the classrooms and various other areas, the plan cannot be implemented properly. Planning to roll out a parent portal with staff that does not know how to update a webpage or upload a file will not be very effective. Create surveys to gauge user's technology levels, and also their technology proficiency needs in relation to the defined needs of the tech plan.A needs assessment will help to develop professional development activities, timelines for completing areas of the plan, and finding staff whose proficiency levels would allow them to become trainers to other staff without having to bring in outside companies.     



Plan 
Goals/Objectives 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After completing a needs assessment for educational technology, identify new goals and objectives that support district need and align with the state plan.A sample goal would include:1. Expanding opportunities through technology. A more specific explanation of  what that goal means such as the following should also be stated.     Students, teachers, and administrators will benefit from a broad range of educational opportunities and resources through the use of technology.Strategies to implement each goal should be included.  An example of a strategy to implement the goal would be:      Teachers and administrators will be provided with convenient, accessible, and relevant professional development opportunities that are well documented in their alignment with local, state, and national standards and courses of study.All goals set should have a purpose.  A purpose of most technology goals or objectives should include curriculum integration.   A good way to develop curriculum integration is to come up with a chart all members of the faculty could use to show evidence and examples of integrating technologies in their individual curriculum.  The chart should include each goal, a description of the activities and strategies that relate to each goal, a time frame in which goal was reached, the responsible parties, and any documentation needed in showing the goal was met.Planning goals and objectives should also include a vision of what will take place once the goal or objective has been met.  An example of the ideal performance of technology once the goal is met would include:        All teachers and administrators actively and positively work to support a technology friendly environment where a wide range of technological resources and educational opportunities are available.           Teachers and administrators actively engage students with the use of technology in the classroom. You will also want to include  ways to monitor the performance of implemented technologies to ensure all goals and objectives are being met. The final step in developing goals and objectives for technologies should include the maintenance and upkeep of technologies used. All technology should be maintained by all faculty and staff to ensure no misuse takes place.  Students will also share in the responsibility of maintaining tangible technologies for future classes.  Any maintenance issue that cannot be solved at the school level will be turned over to the district technology supervisor. Always remember to provide details for the process of meeting local, state, and national standards in developing and meeting each goal and objective defined in your plan.Images from: Cobb County School district and Silvia Tolisano of Landwitches



Staff Development 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As the cartoon states, teachers can always use "an extra serving" of professional development. Technology is always changing and growing, educators should receive training in the form of professional development on new technologies to benefit learning environments.Each district should have at least one person responsible for coordinating professional development activities. Planned professional development activities should include professional development for the following groups to provide effective technology usage in each school.1.  Administrators Training on developing a technology profile for his or her school would be very beneficial for a principal to assess teachers' technology literacy.  Administrators could also develop technology leadership skills by taking courses aligned with national technology standards for school administration.2.  Teachers Teachers should demonstrate global outreach and collaboration while modeling 21st century skills.  In order for teachers to meet these goals teachers could participate in a wide range of professional development models such as curriculum specific technology integration, hands-on technology training, technology specific courses, and a technology mentoring program. 3. Library/Media Specialist and/or School Technologist Training should be provided to support administration and teachers in meeting technology goals.   Image from the Institute for Teaching and Learning



Evaluation/Research 

• Evaluation 
• Structure 
• Research Components 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The technology use plan should include an evaluation  component to ensure goals, objectives, resources, activities, and services are effective within the school.  Ways to monitor the performance of implemented technologies such as school-wide teacher and student surveys would be useful to gauge teacher and administrator led technology integration in the classroom.  Formal and informal classroom observations by administration would indicate needed changes and additions to the range of technology based educational opportunities. A specific number of evaluations or a specific timeline should be mentioned in the plan.  Monitoring and evaluating the use of technology multiple times throughout each year should determine how effective the technology is in addressing the goals and objectives set. Yearly goals should be addressed based on these evaluations.  Determining implementation of technology resources based on research is utilized to show the benefits of educational technology.  Research can help develop strategies on implementing staff usage through professional development research.  Research can also help develop determinants of student success in developing 21st century skills. Research components should include information that is pertinent to goals and objectives stated throughout the plan.    An example of  the research component would be:  "Higher test scores/content retainment - proven by research as early as 2001 on the effects of students utilizing the Internet/CD-ROMs  vs. those who did not. (NAEP in US his.)" Taylor, J., & Duran, M. (2006). Teaching Social Studies with Technology: New Research on Collaborative Approaches. History Teacher, 40(1), 9-25.   With the original example goal stating "Expanding opportunities through technology" research for any expansion in opportunities through technology usage can be found.  An example of how research has proved that technology usage in schools has expanded opportunities through higher test scores  is seen as an opportunity expansion.Image from marketingassassin worldpress blog.  



Timeline 

• What happens first? 
• How long will it take? 
• Phases of the plan?  
• Milestones?  
• What happens next? 

Photo found at Wikimedia Commons 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
�The final most important piece of the plan is the timeline. The timeline is what will pull everything together, and move the plan forward. The timeline will work hand in hand with the evaluation plan. Use a timeline to develop milestones in the plan to ensure important processes are not skipped along the way. A timeline that calls for having Microsoft Office installed on 100 computers in two months, and professional development scheduled to move forward after the install, will fail if the software install misses the timeline.  Most technology plans are developed as a requirement for e-rate funding. Plan creation for e-rate funding does not look past three years, which is a sufficient timeframe for implementing a solid realistic plan. Create short term goals that can carry long term results. Ensure timelines are flexible, many times school districts run into unforeseen issues such as budget cuts, or budget freezes. You want to be flexible, but do not be so flexible that the plan comes apart. Developing a technology plan in phases allows for it to be monitored more closely, and allows for preparation of those involved as to what will be required of them and when. 
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